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Welcome to our booklet!
 

We are students from Croatia, Germany, Lithuania and
Spain participating in an Erasmus+ project called “School
is fit through Europe Center” (SIFEC). Our aim is to bring

students together, share different experiences from
schools and help them gain more competencies in

accepting cultural diversity.
The goal of our working and studying abroad club in SIFEC

is to make a booklet in order to get acquainted young
people of Europe with possibilities. This includes how to

travel to foreign countries, which of them fit to your
preferences, get sponsorships or how to behave in

different cultures.
The booklet will provide an opportunity to fill out a test

and figure out which of the four countries you should visit
at your next trip.

Our project supports and helps students to meet new
people, develop their capacities and get out of their

comfort zone and to witness new experiences in other
countries.

We hope you will enjoy this booklet and it will be helpful to
find new possibilities for your own future!

 
Greetings from studying and working abroad club (ISC2)!

 



Survey

In order to figure out what the preferences of students from
different countries are regarding a stay abroad, we did a

questionnaire. In every school of the four SIFEC partners, a
survey was given to around 700 students. It consisted of 12

questions about working and studying abroad. In the
following the differences and similarities of the answers of

the four contributing countries will be shown. 
In the beginning of the survey, students were asked whether
they would like to go abroad or not. In summary the highest
interest in going abroad was found among Spanish students
with 88%. Lithuanians and Croatians were less attracted to

the idea of leaving their country. In Lithuania there were
85% and in Spain 83% who would like to go abroad. Only in
Germany the percentage was lower than the rest, with only

65%.
In all the countries the majority of the students stated that
they would prefer to improve their English skills instead of
learning an entirely new language.  But the main reasons

why students would leave home is to improve their
educational skills and to get to know new cultures.

Regarding the question where students would like to spend
their time abroad, it became obvious that Croatian,

Lithuanian and Spanish students would prefer to stay in
Europe whereas German students would like to go to North

America.

Even though European students in general are really
interested in going abroad, there are still some worries. In
Lithuania, Germany and Croatia the biggest concerns were

not archiving their personal goals and running out of
money. In Spain worries about getting lost or homesick

were as deep as worries about financial obstacles.
Although the students of all SIFEC countries had their

preferences they had one thing in common:
Everyone would like to go abroad but needs more guidance

therefore it is necessary to spread and share more
information about the possibilities of going abroad. The best

place to do this are educational facilities such as schools
and universities.



How to go abroad

Once the decision of going abroad is made you will find
that there is a great variety of ways of exploring the

world: you can choose to travel, to study, to work, or to
do volunteer work in a foreign country. In the following

we are going to show you eight different options of
reaching your goal of an unforgettable adventure in a

foreign country.
 
 

Au Pair
 
What?  get first-hand experience of caring for babies, toddlers or children 
                abroad and getting to know family life in the setting of a foreign culture
Where? worldwide: on all continents and in most countries
                 Caution: in some countries you need a certain visa for work, which can
                 sometimes be difficult to get, or it may take a long time
How much does it cost? 
- you have to pay for the travel costs and for things like toiletries, your mobile
phone, medicines, day trips, treats, etc. Sometimes you also have to pay an
organization (see information below)
-in some cases, you have to cover insurance costs depending on whether you
travel independently or with an organization
What do you get? accommodation and some meals and pocket money
Do you need an organization?
In general, there are three options you can choose from:
    1. Without an organization
        you could go to a country and look for work, but you won’t have
        any insurance, guarantees or support during the planning phase or during 
        your stay
     2. With an internet website
          - first of all, you have to choose the destination you want to work at
          - then you go on one of the websites for au pairs where you will usually 
             find many listings of families, and choose a suitable option for yourself
          - if you find a family that is willing to work with you, you will have a 
             guaranteed job but no insurance or support in case of difficulties with
             e.g. your family
          - one recommended website is “aupair.com”
     3. With an organization
         -  for example, AIFS, EF, or culture care
         - you will have guidance and support while finding a family to work for
         -you will also have insurance and a guaranteed job
How long is your stay?
- usually it’s up to you, you can stay all the way from one week up to multiple   
   months or even longer, it depends on the host family
- in some countries it might depend on the kind of visa you have
Accommodation?
Onsite accommodation like single rooms, dormitories, caravans, tents, cabins,
yurts, etc. are usually provided



 
What?  get first-hand experience of farming and gardening abroad
Where? worldwide: on all continents and in most countries
                 Caution: in some countries you need a certain visa for work, which can
sometimes be difficult to get, or it may take a long time
How much does it cost? 
- you have to pay for the travel costs and for things like toiletries, your mobile
phone, medicines, day trips, treats, etc. Sometimes you also have to pay an
organization (see information below)
-in some cases, you have to cover insurance costs depending on whether you   
 travel independently or with an organization
What do you get? 
accommodation and some meals are usually included
Do you need an organization?
In general, there are three options you can choose from:
    1. Without an organization
        you could go to a country and look for work, but you won’t have
        any insurance, guarantees or support during the planning phase or during 
        your stay
     2. With an internet website
          - first of all, you have to choose the destination you want to work at
          - Then you go on one of the websites, where you will usually find many                     
.........istings of farms, and choose a suitable option for you
          - If you find a farm that is willing to work with you, you will have a   
 .........guaranteed job but no security or support
     3. With an organization
         -  for example, AIFS, EF, or culture care
         - you will have guidance and support while finding a farm to work for
         -you will also have insurance and a guaranteed job
How long is your stay?
- usually it’s up to you, you can stay all the way from one week up to multiple   
   months or even longer
- in some countries it might depend on the kind of visa you have
Accommodation?
Onsite accommodation like single rooms, dormitories, caravans, tents, cabins,
yurts, etc. are usually provided

Farmwork
 
What?   it is a program in which students from a secondary school or 
                university study abroad (usually at one of the partner institutions of 
                their schools)
Where?  worldwide: on all continents and in most countries
                 Caution: in some countries you need a certain visa for work, which can
                 sometimes be difficult to get, or it may take a long time
How much does it cost? 
- you have to pay for the travel costs and for things like toiletries, your mobile   
 phone, medicines, day trips, treats, etc. Sometimes you also have to pay an
organization (see information below)
- in some cases, you have to cover insurance costs depending on whether you 
   travel independently or with an organization
- the costs of student exchanges are determined by the exchange organisation, 
   the university or college, and the country of destination
What do you get? 
    -  You may get a diploma
    - Achieve fluency in speaking, see the world and meet new friends
Do you need an organization?
Generally, you need an organization which helps you to find a partner school
like your school or a private organization
   How long is your stay?
There are two options which you can choose from:
     - Short-term: from three to six months
     - Long-term: from 9 to 12 months
Accommodation?
 Students live in most cases at the campus of the school or in a host-family

Student Exchange



 
What?  Study abroad
Where? worldwide: on all continents and in most countries
                 Caution: in some countries you need a certain visa for work, which can
                 sometimes be difficult to get, or it may take a long time
How much does it cost? 
- you have to pay for the travel costs and for things like toiletries, your mobile
phone, medicines, day trips, treats, etc. Sometimes you also have to pay an
organization (see information below)
-in some cases, you have to cover insurance costs depending on whether you
travel independently or with an organization
What do you get? accommodation and some meals are usually included
Do you need an organization?
In general, there are twooptions you can choose from:
     1. With an internet website
          - first of all, you have to choose the destination 
          - then you go on one of the websites for colleges where you will usually 
             find many listings of them, and choose a suitable option for yourself
     2. With an organization
         -  for example, AIFS, EF, or culture care
         - you will have guidance and support while finding a college 
How long is your stay?
Your stay may vary in length. With the Erasmus programme, the stay lasts only
one year, but it is also possible to complete the entire study abroad up to the
Master's degree.
Accommodation?
The accomondation is offered by the college or you have to look at your own.
Maybe it is offered by the organization your are travelling with.

College Internship
 
What?  Interning abroad is a combination of studying and working in a foreign
country
Where? worldwide: on all continents and in most countries
                 Caution: in some countries you need a certain visa for work, which can
                 sometimes be difficult to get, or it may take a long time
How much does it cost? 
- you have to pay for the travel costs and for things like toiletries, your mobile
phone, medicines, day trips, treats, etc. Sometimes you also have to pay an
organization (see information below)
-in some cases, you have to cover insurance costs depending on whether you
travel independently or with an organization
- You have to pay your accomodation and your living costs e.g. food
Do you need an organization?
In general, there are three options you can choose from:
    1. Without an organization
        you could go to a country and look for work, but you won’t have
        any insurance, guarantees or support during the planning phase or during 
        your stay
     2. With an internet website
          - first of all, you have to choose the destination you want to work at
          - then you go on one of the websites for internships where you will   
 .........usually 
             find many listings of companies, and choose a suitable option for
.........yourself
          - if you find a family that is willing to work with you, you will have a 
             guaranteed job but no insurance or support in case of difficulties with
             e.g. your family
          - one recommended website is “aupair.com”
     3. With an organization
         -  for example, AIFS, EF, or culture care
         - you will have guidance and support while finding a family to work for
         -you will also have insurance and a guaranteed job
How long is your stay?
- usually it’s up to you, you can stay all the way from one week up to multiple   
   months or even longer, it depends on the company
- in some countries it might depend on the kind of visa you have
Accommodation?
Onsite accommodation like single rooms ordormitories



 
What?  get first-hand experience of farming and gardening abroad
Where? worldwide: on all continents and in most countries
                 Caution: in some countries you need a certain visa for work, which can
sometimes be difficult to get, or it may take a long time
How much does it cost? 
- you have to pay for the travel costs and for things like toiletries, your mobile
phone, medicines, day trips, treats, etc. Sometimes you also have to pay an
organization (see information below)
-in some cases, you have to cover insurance costs depending on whether you
travel independently or with an organization
What do you get? accommodation and some meals are usually included
Do you need an organization?
In general, there are three options you can choose from:
    1. Without an organization
        you could go to a country and look for work, but you won’t have
        any insurance, guarantees or support during the planning phase or during 
        your stay
     2. With an internet website
          - first of all, you have to choose the destination you want to work at
          - then you go on one of the websites for au pairs where you will usually 
             find many listings of families, and choose a suitable option for yourself
          - if you find a family that is willing to work with you, you will have a 
             guaranteed job but no insurance or support in case of difficulties with
             e.g. your family
          - one recommended website is “aupair.com”
     3. With an organization
         -  for example, AIFS, EF, or culture care
         - you will have guidance and support while finding a family to work for
         -you will also have insurance and a guaranteed job
How long is your stay?
- It depends on which job you want to do (some jobs are just for an event)
- In some countries it may depend on the kind of visa you have
- In some countries it might depend on the kind of visa you have
Accommodation?
Onsite accommodation like single rooms, dormitories, caravans, tents, cabins,
yurts, etc. are usually provided

Summer Job Work and Travel
 
What?  Work and Traveling means earning the money needed to travel by doing
casual jobs in the country you are visiting.
Where? worldwide: on all continents and in most countries
                 Caution: in some countries you need a certain visa for work, which can
sometimes be difficult to get, or it may take a long time
How much does it cost? 
- you have to pay for the travel costs and for things like toiletries, your mobile
phone, medicines, day trips, treats, etc. Sometimes you also have to pay an
organization (see information below)
-in some cases, you have to cover insurance costs depending on whether you
travel independently or with an organization
What do you get? accommodation and some meals are usually included
Do you need an organization?
In general, there are three options you can choose from:
    1. Without an organization
        - Organizing your own Work and Travel trip certainly offers some     
 .......advantages, such as independence and flexibility, but is also associated   
 .......with some effort:
          - You should be comfortable organizing trips.
          - Your English must be good enough to apply for a visa, carry a tax        
           number and look for a job. Besides, you mustn't be afraid of any effort.
     2. With an internet website
            - first of all, you have to choose the destination you want to work at
           - then you go on one of the websites for work and travel where you will                   
.........usually find many listings of companies, and choose a suitable option
.........for yourself
            - if you find a companythat is willing to work with you, you will have a 
             guaranteed job but no insurance or support in case of difficulties with
             e.g. your company
     3. With an organization
         -  for example, AIFS, EF, or culture care
         - you will have guidance and support while finding a companyto work for
         - you will also have insurance and a guaranteed job
How long is your stay?
- usually it’s up to you, you can stay all the way from one week up to          
 multiple months or even longer
- in some countries it might depend on the kind of visa you have
Accommodation?
Onsite accommodation like single rooms, dormitories, caravans, tents, cabins,
yurts, etc. are usually provided



Sponsorships

More and more people are willing to study in foreign
countries. Before you can do that you need to get through a

process which consists of many steps until you can study
abroad. One aspect which deter students of spending a year
in a foreign country is funding the whole journey. Because of

that we would like to help you and give a few answers for
the SIFEC countries you might travel to.

Generally, governments and institutions help financially.
Scholarships in the 4 SIFEC countries for European students

who go to one of the listed countries:
 

Croatia
At the moment the majority of Croatian higher education

institutions do not offer any scholarships or financial aid for
international students.

But there are a number of scholarships available for
international students through bilateral programs

supported by the Croatian government such as:
-  CEEPUS

-  Erasmus+
-   Erasmus Mundus

-   U.S.-CROATIA Ron Brown International Scholarship
Competition



Spain
There are scholarships for international students available

as:
-  Erasmus +: academic exchanges in another country

-  MAEC-AECID Scholarships: training and internships for
foreign and Spanish citizens

-  Scholarship Training Program of the Carolina
Foundation

- Santander Scholarships
-   Scholarships of the Ibero - American University

Postgraduate Association (AUIP)
-   La Caixa Scholarships: the Obra Social "la Caixa"

organizes scholarships to study postgraduate studies
- Rafael del Pino Foundation Scholarships: scholarships

for master's, doctoral or research studies
-   Foundation grants Montemadrid: they are labor

practices
-   Scholarships United World Colleges: to study the

International Baccalaureate
-   Foundation grants Amancio Ortega: process of

immersion abroad
for young

Link:
https://becas.universia.net/busqueda-avanzada

 
 
 

Lithuania
There are scholarships for international students available from

the universities as for example from:
-   Vilnius University

-   Kaunas University of Technology
Germany

There are scholarships for international students available as:
-   Deutschland Stipendium National Scholarship Programme

-   DAAD Scholarship Programs
-   Heinrich Boll Foundation Scholarships

-   Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung Scholarships
-   Erasmus Mundus and Erasmus+ scholarship

 
Organizations which help you to go abroad from one of the 4

SIFEC countries to another country
 

Croatia
You can ask for a scholarship from your city or Croatia

government.
Moreover, there are:

-   Erasmus+ and Erasmus Mundus
-  Alexander von Humboldt scholarship for research work in

Germany
-   Adris is a foundation program where you can apply to get

financial support
 
 
 
 
 



Spain
-Erasmus+ and Erasmus Mundus

- Argo Global scholarships: for people who already have a
university degree

-Faro Global Scholarships: to carry out a practical
experience

- CINDA program
- Vulcanus Program: one-year program

-  UNESCO Scholarships for the beneficiaries to specialize in
a graduate degree

-  Fulbright Scholarships: scholarships aimed at graduates
to research or teach in the United States

-  La Caixa Scholarships: the Obra Social "la Caixa" organizes
scholarships to study postgraduate studies

-  Rafael del Pino Foundation Scholarships: scholarships for
master's, doctoral or research studies

-  Foundation grants Montemadrid: they are labor practices
-   Scholarships United World Colleges: to study the

International Baccalaureate
-  Foundation grants Amancio Ortega: process of immersion

abroad
for young

Link:
https://becas.universia.net/busqueda-avanzada

Lithuania
- Erasmus+ and Erasmus Mundus

- YFU - Youth for understanding YFU is a non-profit
international educational organization with

organizations in more than 50 different countries
- Katsu international organization which give free

consultation to people who are willing to study abroad
o Kalba.lt is an organization that provides education

services, courses, lections, and all the information that's
needed for going to study abroad
- The European Solidarity Corps

 
Germany

-  Erasmus+ and Erasmus Mundus
-   Foreign-BaföG – Auslands BaföG

-   German Professional Association High School e.V.
(DFH) - Deutscher Fachverband High School e.V. (DFH

-  Parliamentary Sponsorship Programme (PPP) -
Parlamentarisches Patenschafts-Programm (PPP)

- AFS Intercultural Encounters e.V. - AFS Interkulturelle
Begegnungen e.V.
-   Experiment e.V.

-  Open Door International e.V



International behavior in
SIFEC countries

Are you ready to go abroad? Before deciding to, don't forget
that different cultures mean different rules you must follow.

That is why knowledge of international behaviour is really
significant.

The term "intercultural competence"  is the ability to
communicate and behave in appropriate ways with those who

are culturally different. Therefore, creating inclusive, effective,
innovative and satisfying relations are really significant in

understanding different cultures.
Although, sometimes one's own prejudices, a certain sensitivity

in dealing with people and self-reflection have an effect on
cultural misunderstandings. European countries such as

Croatia, Germany, Spain and Lithuania have diverse cultures
therefore travelling abroad one should be aware of „Do's and

Don'ts“.



Quiz yourself
1. What drink would you prefer?
 
 a)                             b)                                  c)                    d)

2. What weather best suits you?
a)    Sunny in winter and summer
b)    Lots of snow in winter, but warm in summer
c)    Cloudy in winter, but hot summer
d)    Snowy in winter

3. What traditional food would you like to try?
 
 
a)                             b)                              c)                                   d)
 
 
4. What is your favourite hobby?
a) Hiking  b) Skiing or cycling  c) Swimming  d) Sightseeing
 
5. Which place are you eager to visit?
 
a)                              b)                              c)                               d)



6. Which of these languages do you speak or want to learn?
a) Spanish  b) German  c) Croatian  d) Lithuanian
 
7. Which city do you want to visit?
a) Madrid  b) Munich  c) Zagreb  d) Vilnius
 
9. Which one of these phrases sound the best for you?
a)  Te quiero  b)  Ich liebe dich  c)  Volim te  d)  Aš tave myliu
 
9. Which of these celebrities would you like to meet?
a) Antonio Banderas  b) Heidi Klum  c) Luka Madrić  d) Arvydas
Sabonis
 
10. What type of food do you prefer?
a) Mediterranean  b) Schweinebraten  c) Fish  d) Potatoes and
meat
 Test results!
 
Mostly a) answers: 
Welcome to Spain! Enjoy great weather and seafood!
 
Mostly b) answers:
 Greetings from Germany! Have an amazing time drinking beer!
 
Mostly c) answers: 
Croatia is waiting for you! Don’t forget your swimsuit!
 
Mostly d) answers: 
Lithuania is the best choice for you! Have a great time playing
basketball!








